
TROUT LAKE STATION HOUSING PROTOCOLS SUMMER 2021 

1. Don't come if you are sick or have knowingly been in contact with anyone who is sick within the 

past 14 days.  

2. 1 person/housing unit (families/roommates are exceptions/ mergers into research pods are 

allowed following a negative test or full vaccination). 

3. Distancing should be maintained at all times from others (outside your pod) on property.  

4. Masks must be worn in all shared spaces.  

5. Cleaning of housing is the responsibility of visitors and should be completed with extra care. 

6. No unapproved visitors are allowed on site.  

7. People residing on site should minimize outside exposures for their duration of living on site (e.g. 

no bars, limit community exposures) 

8. Any travel away from station requires notification and testing prior to returning. 

What does social distancing look like in TLS housing?  

Individuals should:  

- always maintain a MINIMUM of 6ft distance from people outside your pod.  

- not enter the living spaces of those outside your pod.   

- avoid sharing or passing food items, beverages, personal items. 

- not ride in vehicles together with people outside your pod.  

- limit indoor interactions with each other. 

With all those fun rules in place      please do feel free to maintain social distancing while you:  

- hike, bike and outdoor recreate together. 

- sit on porches and chat with each other (new outdoor chairs for each cabin!). 

- sit around a campfire. 

Intermittent Research Users –  

- restricted to 1 or 2 cabins or apartments 

- neg COVID test within 5 days or fully vaccinated required before coming to station 

- isolating from other staff while here 

- 24hr min. between visitors to air out housing 

- Major cleaning before leaving by guests 

- Major cleaning by Michael before new residents arrive 

 

Cleaning – Additional cleaning supplies (bleach spray bottles, paper towels, etc.) have been provided for 

shared bathrooms and shared laundry facilities. Please make sure that you are wiping down all touch 

surfaces after you use these spaces with the provided solutions! 

Michael will not be doing weekly cabin walk-throughs. It is your responsibility to keep your cabin 

clean. Please make sure that you maintain a high level of cleanliness in case one of our facilities staff 

have to enter the area for repairs or maintenance purposes.  

Reporting – We will be using the TLS Slack whiteboard for any facilities issues reporting. Please post any 

housing/vehicle/building issues as soon as you notice them. You can also contact: Gretchen Gerrish 

ggerrish@wisc.edu, 607-351-7205. 
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